
Chapter 1

Introduction

The Hatter opened his eyes very wide on hearing this; but
all he said was, “Why is a raven like a writing desk?”

“Come, we shall have some fun now!” thought Alice. “I’m
glad they’ve begun asking riddles.—I believe I can guess that,”
she added aloud.

“Do you mean that you think you can find out the answer to
it?” said the March Hare.

“Exactly so,” said Alice.
“Then you should say what you mean,” the March Hare

went on.
“I do,”Alice hastily replied; “at least—at least I mean what

I say—that’s the same thing, you know.”
“Not the same thing a bit!” said the Hatter.

“Why, you might just as well say that ‘I see what I eat’ is the
same thing as ‘I eat what I see’!”

“You might just as well say,” added the March Hare, “that
‘I like what I get’ is the same thing as ‘I get what I like’ !”

“You might just as well say,” added the Dormouse, who
seemed to be talking in his sleep, “that ‘I breathe when I sleep’
is the same thing as ‘I sleep when I breathe’!”

“It is the same thing with you,” said the Hatter... Lewis
Carroll, Alice in Wonderland (1865).

1.1 Motivation

Engineers are often referred to as applied scientists. They study the sciences
so that they can apply their knowledge to obtain solutions to problems arising
in the creation, use and disposal of physical artifacts, systems, processes and
services. As popular as this view is, we think it is a rather narrow and demeaning
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view of engineering. We think that engineers have a much more important role
in society: they design. Engineers design products, systems, processes and
services, and they provide advice on matters ranging from home repair to legal
matters to the creation of national infrastructure and to national defense. In all
these roles, the engineer is either a decision maker or is providing advice directly
to the decision maker.

“So what?” you may ask. Everyone makes decisions. Life is about decision
making. Why does decision making distinguish engineering from the sciences,
and why is it so important? Why should engineers take the time to study the
mathematics of decision making, which will surely detract from the time they
could be using to study the physical sciences? It’s certainly true that we all
make decisions all the time. We decide what to wear when we get up in the
morning, where to go for lunch, what to do after work, when to cross the street,
and on and on. Most of the decisions that people make in their daily lives, while
certainly impacting their own lives, have a rather limited impact on the rest of
society. Of course, the person who decides to drive while under the influence of
an intoxicating substance, and who injures another in the process, does cause
significant impact to at least the injured person. Still, however, that impact is
rather limited. But the decisions engineers make, even in their daily routines,
can have incredibly far reaching impact. They can, in fact, impact all of society.
Engineers often make high-consequence decisions.

Engineering decisions regarding water and sanitation systems are alone re-
sponsible for a major fraction of the increase in our longevity over the past 150
years [53]. It is a fact that engineering decisions have had a bigger impact on
our life expectancy than all of the medical advances of the past two centuries
combined. The engineering that goes into a modern car or airplane makes these
systems highly reliable and safe, and has changed the nature of our lives. Com-
munications systems have brought the world close together—no place on earth
is more than a few seconds away by voice communication. The decisions that
went into these systems have had monumental consequences for society.

But the consequences of engineering decisions do not affect only the whole
of society. They are of significant consequence even microcosmically. Decisions
regarding product designs can make or break a company, even decisions at
levels that are well down into the subsystems of a product. Very costly examples
include Ford’s decision to use Firestone tires on its Explorer SUV at a somewhat
reduced pressure and Coca Cola’s decision to adopt New Coke in place of its
“Classic Coke.” Decisions such as these can have a billion-dollar impact on the
company, with obvious potential for impact on the engineer himself or herself.
Indeed, poorly made engineering decisions can bring down large companies, even
poorly made decisions at very low levels. The fact is, engineering decisions can
injure or kill people, and this is precisely why society requires that engineers in
key decision making positions be licensed.

Still, despite the potential consequences, we can ask why should engineers
study the mathematics of decision making? Perhaps the best answer is that good
decision making very often is quite far from intuitive. Indeed, the good choice
can be quite counterintuitive and, without a clear framework for good decision
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making, it is often very easy to make a poor choice. Which is, of course, why
most engineers are taught some rather rudimentary decision making approaches.
Unfortunately, in the selection of which approaches to teach, the fundamentals
of decision making are often set aside for methods that appear simple to teach
and apply, and without concern for their validity. We assert the following:

It is always easier to solve a problem if you don’t care whether the
answer is correct.

But then we must ask, is a method useful if there is no guarantee on the
correctness of the results? How could we judge a method to determine if it
is correct? And don’t be surprised to find that much of what is taught about
decision making is incorrect.

It follows that a key reason for studying the mathematics of decision making
is to provide a litmus test on the validity of decision making approaches. Cer-
tainly, a good engineer would never consider the use of a model of a physical
phenomenon without some validation of that model. Why then would the same
engineer consider the use of a decision making approach in the absence of any
such validation. It doesn’t make sense.

There would seem to be one more, not insignificant, benefit of viewing engi-
neering as largely decision making and training engineers in decision theory—
decision makers make more money. Decision makers are licensed. They assume
responsibility, and they earn the big bucks. Examples include doctors, lawyers,
air and sea captains, and so on. Problem solvers are subservient to decision
makers. So there is a clear advantage to be gained from engineers setting them-
selves apart from scientists and not viewing themselves as problem solvers, but
rather as decision makers.

So here is the motivation for this book: engineers make high-consequence
decisions, and they should be concerned that the approaches that they use to
support them in their decision making are valid.

1.2 Purpose

To be sure, the literature abounds with material on the mathematics of decision
making and on various decision making approaches. What could we hope to
contribute to this already extensive literature? First, we must realize that the
extant literature falls into widely disparate categories. On the one hand, we have
the highly mathematical literature. This literature is written largely by pure
mathematicians and mathematical economists in a style and nomenclature that
is rather inaccessible to the average engineer. And it consists substantially of
arduous proofs and existence theorems that seem far removed from engineering
application. Indeed, this literature is virtually devoid of engineering examples,
leaving the typical reader with the feeling that the mathematics of decision mak-
ing is highly esoteric and with little application to real engineering situations.
At the other extreme, we have the do-it-yourself literature, with cookbook ap-
proaches and checklists for decision making. While much more readable by the
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average engineer, this literature is devoid of any rigorous basis and dangerously
posits methods that are, simply put, not valid.

In between these extremes lies a body of literature produced by people who
call themselves decision theorists and operations researchers. While much higher
in quality than the do-it-yourself literature, this literature is less precise than
the mathematics literature, and it tends to be set up for cookbook application
to typical business decisions. Again, this leaves the average engineer wanting.

Another problem with the extant literature is that at least the higher quality
literature demands an understanding of probability theory at a level that most
engineers lack. Add to this that most engineers also lack the proper background
to comprehend the finer points of the mathematical developments, and we can
see that much of the eloquence of the relevant mathematics goes unnoticed. For
these reasons, engineers tend either to avoid readings on the mathematics of
decision making altogether, or they seek out the easier-to-read literature, which
unfortunately is also the literature of lower quality.

Yet, despite the seeming complexity of the underlying mathematics, the clas-
sical mathematical framework for the study of decision making is utter simplic-
ity, easily understood by a young child. Indeed, as noted later in this chapter,
the underlying tenets of modern normative decision theory are laid out quite
thoroughly by Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) in Alice in Wonder-
land. Unfortunately, the inaccessibility of the mathematics literature by engi-
neers combined with the imprecision of the non-mathematics literature has led
to an impasse for engineers who feel a need to learn the mathematics of decision
making. And much of the seeming complexity regarding these mathematics
derives not of necessity, but rather as the result of sophomoric mistakes that
add considerable complexity. Often a theory may seem complex and difficult
to comprehend. Particularly for engineers seeking to understand the mathe-
matics of decision making, this is often the result of inadequate preparation in
the underlying or prerequisite mathematics. In much of the decision making
literature, this is also the result of mistakes, which many authors introduce into
the subject.

It is thus that the main purpose of this book is to make the mathematics of
decision making accessible to engineers at roughly the college senior level. We
will first provide a basis in the prerequisite mathematics. This basis will include
a focused review of set theory and arithmetic, followed by measure theory and
optimization, and finally probability theory. We shall develop probability theory
not in the classical way as an independent branch of mathematics, but rather
as a subset of the mathematics of decision making. Then, upon this base, we
shall develop the mathematics referred to as decision theory.

We shall divide the book into two parts. In the next seven chapters, we
develop the underlying mathematics and theory necessary for the analysis of
engineering decisions. Then, in the remaining chapters, we apply the theory to
develop approaches to the analysis of a variety of engineering decision situations.
As an outcome of this book, we shall provide the reader with a litmus test for
everyday approaches to decision making. This will arm the engineer with an
arsenal of tests to assess the validity of ad hoc methods that frequently arise in
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everyday situations.
To augment the staid theory and engineering examples, we shall include

throughout the book a smattering of vignettes that we shall label ”Stupid Things
People Do.” Each of these vignettes will illustrate a situation in which an ad
hoc analysis or decision approach may feel good yet yield distressingly bogus re-
sults. These are intended to provide both a learning experience and a humorous
interlude.

1.3 Rigor

The characteristic that will set this book apart from the extant literature is
its simultaneous goals of mathematical rigor and accessibility to engineers. To
understand what we mean by this, we must first have an understanding of
what mathematics is all about. Mathematics is the study of logic. Whereas
the physical sciences deal with things that can be measured—touched, smelled,
weighed, and physically characterized—mathematics deals with human thought.
Thought has no physical characteristics. It can, however, be characterized as
self-consistent or not. We say that something is logical if it is self-consistent.
If it is not self-consistent, it is illogical . Something that is illogical cannot be
understood, for understanding demands consistency. So, in a very real sense,
mathematics aims at understanding through consistency.

At this point, perhaps an example of inconsistency might prove helpful.
Suppose we tell you that we have three rocks; we will call them A, B and C.
And suppose further that we tell you that rock A weighs more than rock B, that
rock B weighs more than rock C, and rock C weighs more than rock A. What
do you now understand about the rocks? In reality, nothing! The statements
regarding the weights of the rocks are inconsistent. They would demand, for
example, that rock A be simultaneously heavier than rock C and lighter than
rock C. This cannot be and, hence, you cannot draw any logical conclusions
from the information provided.

Some people like to refer to things as having integrity. Integrity is essentially
the same as consistency. A person has integrity if he or she is consistent. If
a person doesn’t have integrity, there is little good that can be said about the
person. You cannot know what the person will do, you cannot expect that the
person will follow through on promises and, in general, you cannot make deals
with the person. The same is true of mathematical methods or approaches that
do not have integrity. You have no clue what the result might be or how it
might relate to reality.

Mathematical rigor is synonymous with consistency. And what mathematics
is all about is guaranteeing consistency. A guarantee of consistency is necessary
to assure that conclusions drawn in a given situation are meaningful. How
does mathematics guarantee consistency? First, let’s understand that there
is no single mathematics that is correct with the consequence that all other
mathematics are wrong. A particular mathematics is nothing more than a
logic system. And there are many independent logic systems. To create a
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logic system, one begins by stating a set of underlying beliefs. We call these
underlying beliefs axioms. Axioms are beliefs, no more, no less. We accept
them, we do not prove them. The only condition that we must impose on our
axioms is that they comprise a self-consistent set. That is, they cannot directly
contradict one another. We take the stated axioms as the basis for our logic
system, and we derive from them theorems. A theorem is a statement that
has been proven to be true in the context of its underlying axioms by logical
argument. Theorems always follow logically from their underlying axioms.

Notice that we have not suggested that a logic system must be useful. What
makes a system logical is self-consistency. What makes a logic system useful
is application. There is no requirement whatsoever that a logic system has to
agree with nature or that it be useful in any sense. So, a logic system can seem
quite silly in the context of nature. Mathematics does not require replication
of nature. To be mathematically rigorous, one must develop one’s logic system
with great care and apply it without exception. Throughout this book, we
will be very particular about mathematical rigor, and we will illustrate the
consequences of loss of rigor.

STUPID THINGS PEOPLE DO #1

Problem: Solve for the largest positive integer.
Solution: Every positive integer n has a square, n2, which is also
a positive integer. But, in order for n to be the largest positive
integer, n2 cannot be larger than n. Hence, we have the condition
n ≥ n2. This condition has one and only one solution, n = 1. Thus,
we conclude that 1 must be the largest positive integer.
Discussion: This utterly idiotic result obtains because we failed
to prove that there is a largest positive integer. Indeed there is
not. Hence, our solution technique is meaningless, and the result
we obtained, far from the largest positive integer, is in reality the
smallest positive integer.
Conclusion: Attempting to solve a problem when we are not sure
the answer exists is a really stupid thing to do.

So far, you will notice that we have defined a logic system in terms of its
underlying axioms, and we have noted that there is no correct set of underlying
axioms such that all other sets are incorrect. This gives rise to the possibility
of a vast array of different logic systems. In fact, it would seem reasonable that
most individuals would prefer to act logically, as they benefit themselves most
to do so. But, for each person, logical behavior would be defined in terms of
his or her underlying axioms or, here we shall use the word, beliefs. It follows
that every individual can act differently from every other individual, yet each
is acting logically within his or her own set of beliefs. Mathematics does not
exclude this. But this is where we come to the process of science. Advances in
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science occur when the evidence for a particular conclusion is so overwhelming
that all reasonable people arrive at the same conclusion, despite the differences
in their fundamental beliefs. In such a case, we say that we have achieved
consensus. Certain logic systems in mathematics have such an overwhelming
applicability that all reasonable mathematicians, indeed all reasonable people,
accept them. An example is the real number system and basic arithmetic. We
all count and add things in accord with the same system of logic.

Still, logic demands more than simply the statement and application of a
set of axioms. Mathematicians have observed that existence plays a key role in
logic. You cannot simply obtain a solution technique based on logical principles
alone and expect it to yield correct results. It is first necessary to prove that a
solution exists. Thus, not only will we pay attention to axioms and theorems,
but we will also be careful to assure ourselves that solutions we seek exist.

We can, of course, give examples where it is obvious that we are trying to
solve for or determine something that doesn’t exist—determine the maximum
running speed of the Easter Bunny, or determine the weight of Santa Claus.
But, as we shall see, there are much more subtle things that don’t exist that we
seek to determine regularly in our daily lives, and without a thought that they
in fact don’t exist. An example might be attempting to pick at a restaurant the
menu choice that is most preferred for a group meal.

If you persist in trying to obtain a solution to a problem for which a solution
does not exist, you will not get a valid result. If you fail to recognize this simple
fact, every successive step you take using your result will simply put you in a
worse position.

Finally, it’s important to note that contradictory logic systems cannot be
combined into a single logic system. An attempt to do this will simply result in
a flawed system.

As you shall see through this book, consistency doesn’t come easy. You
don’t obtain consistency simply by saying you are being consistent. It takes
knowledge of the appropriate mathematics and a considerable amount of effort
to assure that your results are consistent with your beliefs and data.

1.4 Decisions

This book is all about engineering decision making. So, before we go any further,
we need to be very clear on what a decision is. First, let’s distinguish between
a decision and an action. A decision is a mental thing. It is a commitment to
an action, but it is not the action itself. Thus, a decision has no physical prop-
erties. It does not have mass, inertia, temperature, speed, charge, or any other
measurable property. It is totally in the head of the decision maker and only
in the head of the decision maker, and it is unknown to anyone else until the
decision maker takes an action based on the decision. So, to begin, a decision
is a commitment to an action. Every commitment to action involves the com-
mitment of resources. Thus, every decision involves a commitment of resources.
These may be money, time, energy, and so on. If there is no commitment of
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resources, there is no decision.
Second, a decision is a commitment that is made in the present. We cannot

make a commitment in the past, the past has come and gone. We cannot make
a commitment in the future, it isn’t here yet. All decisions are made in the
present. Further, it is expected that the action that is the physical realization
of the decision will occur immediately upon making the decision. Or, to put
it more strongly, a decision is an irrevocable commitment to action. Any part
of a “decision” that is revocable is not actually part of a decision. So we may
add that a decision always involves an irrevocable allocation of resources. This
allocation is made by the action that results from the decision.

Third, a decision is something that is made only by an individual. It is
necessary in the strictest sense to think of a decision this way in order to enforce
the first part of our definition, a decision is in the head of the decision maker.
It is, in essence, a thought, and a thought can only be in the head of a single
person. Only an individual can commit himself or herself to an action. Now
you may want to argue with this point and say that a group of people can
“decide” to, say, go out for a pizza, and you might argue that this constitutes a
“group decision.” The problem is that the action must follow directly from the
decision with no chance for dissension. And this simply cannot be guaranteed
for a group. As we shall see later, the mathematics of decision making demands
that we consider a decision to be a personal thing. To think otherwise would
result in inconsistencies that we could not set aside or deal with. Groups have
emergent behaviors, they do not make decisions.

Fourth, a decision is a choice from among a set of alternatives. You are
in a pizza restaurant and you are about to order a pizza. The menu presents
a set of choices: cheese, pepperoni, pepper, onion, olive, etc. You study the
menu, think about what appeals to you at this place and moment in time,
make your choice, and place your order. The decision is the thought by which
you make your choice and the associated action is the placement of your order.
At that moment, you have made a commitment to pay for the pizza that you
ordered. This is your commitment of resources. When the waitress walks away,
for practical purposes, your commitment is irrevocable.

Fifth, a decision is made in the present to affect a more desired future. When
you choose a particular pizza and order it, your choice is based not on what feels
to be a good choice, that is, on what feels good to order, but rather based on the
outcome of the choice, that is, on what you feel you most want to eat when you
get the pie. If, for example, you choose pepperoni, it is because you feel that you
will prefer eating the pepperoni pie more than you would any other available
choice. The order or decision is made in the present, the pie is obtained and
eaten in the future.

Sixth, because all decisions are made in the present, whereas their outcomes
are always in the future (at the time of the decision), and because no one can ever
predict the future with both precision and certainty, all real decisions involve
an element of risk. For example, although you may really like pepperoni, it
just may be that the pizza shop has a bad batch, and this particular pie is not
going to be the pleasant experience you expect. We could go to extremes to
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point out that the future can never be predicted with certainty, and this may
be appropriate. Sometimes, events are highly likely, and we are loathe to think
that they are not certain. We hold a rock above our head and let go of the
rock. We expect the rock to fall. But it is not entirely certain that it will. It
is merely very likely that it will. After all, it is entirely possible for a meteorite
to strike the rock at the moment of release, causing it to vaporize. It just isn’t
very likely. But, even in this unlikely case, the future is not entirely certain.

Seventh, as noted already above, and we shall devote a significant portion
of this book to this notion, decisions demand the expression of preferences. If
you chose a pepperoni pizza over the other available choices, it was because
you preferred the taste of pepperoni over the alternatives (or because there is
some other feature or features of the pepperoni pie that you prefer over the
alternatives) at that moment in time. In the absence of preferences, a decision
maker would have no means of affecting a decision.

Already we can see that there are three key elements present in every deci-
sion. First, there are alternatives among which the decision maker can choose.
Without at least two alternatives, there can be no decision—the decision maker
has no freedom to choose. On the other hand, the decision maker must choose
one and only one alternative from among the available alternatives. Second, for
each possible choice, the decision maker holds some expectation on the future.
In the absence of any expectation on the future, the decision maker hasn’t a
clue how to choose among the alternatives. A coin flip would be as good as
anything else. But we can think of no example for which the decision maker
would have absolutely no clue about the future. And third, the decision maker
has a preference over the possible outcomes of the various available choices. In
the absence of a preference, there is no mechanism for the decision maker to
select one alternative over another. A decision maker who has no preference
over the possible outcomes of the available choices must be willing to accept a
random choice.

Throughout this book, we shall use the word decision to mean exactly what
we describe above. When we write decision, we will mean all of the above. It
is necessary to ensure mathematical rigor that we do precisely this. Although
it will be very tempting in many situations to bend this definition, it would be
wrong to do so, and it would seriously corrupt the mathematics we are about
to develop.

1.4.1 An Alternative View

Some of you, no doubt, will find the concept of a decision a bit perplexing. What
is the interface between the mind and the physical world? A decision is in the
mind, yet it can have a profound effect on the physical world. And, to be sure,
we don’t understand the connection. Is there free will? Can a person actually
make a decision? Or are our actions fully determined and all we can do is to
live them out. We don’t know. But, for those of you who may be a bit more
inclined to the study of physics, we offer a somewhat different interpretation of
a decision. Consider a person holding a ball above her head, and think about
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the height of the ball above the floor as a function of time. As long as she holds
the ball, its height above the floor is a constant. But the moment she decides
to drop the ball, it begins to fall, Figure 1.1. All an observer can do to detect
that a decision to drop the ball has been made is to measure the height of the
ball. Prior to the decision to drop the ball, an observer can only predict the
height of the ball as a function of time parametrically in terms of the release
time, τ . At the moment of release, the ball has moved only an undetectable
amount. But shortly thereafter measurements will show that the ball has indeed
been released. Initially, there will be a bit of uncertainty in the computation of
the release time, τ , but as time progresses and more measurements are made,
this uncertainty will be reduced in a fashion that reminds us of the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle. Accordingly, we can view the decision to release the ball
as a collapse in the dimensionality of the universe. Prior to the release, our
system determined the height of the ball as a function of t and τ . After the
release, it is a function only of t.

Figure 1.1: An alternative view of decisions.

t

τ

h

We don’t pretend that this is a useful view of decision making. Of course, if
it ever proves useful, it will be because someone finds a connection between the
dimensionality of the universe and the control over the physical world that we
have in our minds. At this time this is the stuff of science fiction. But it can be
fun to think about decisions this way.

1.5 Toward a Theory of Decision Making

The mathematical theory of decision making that we accept today has evolved
over the past 300 years. In 1713, Nicolas Bernoulli, cousin of Daniel Bernoulli
whom most engineers know, posited a problem known as the St. Petersburg
paradox. A solution by Daniel was published in the Commentaries of the Im-
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perial Academy of Science of Saint Petersburg in 1738 [18]. The problem is
this: you are offered the opportunity to pay to enter a game that consists of
successive flips of a fair coin. The coin will be flipped n times, until it comes up
heads. Clearly n ≥ 1. You then win a prize equal to $2n. What will you pay to
play the game? The probability of a head on the first flip is 1/2, on the second
1/4, and on the nth flip 2−n. Thus, you will win $2 with probability 1/2, $4
with probability 1/4, and $2n with probability 2−n. Ergo, the average winning
is

Average Winning =
∞∑
n=1

2n
1
2n

= 1 + 1 + 1 + . . . =∞

Of course, you won’t pay an infinite sum to play the game, and your chances
of winning a large sum of money are quite remote. Few people would offer as
much as $10 to play the game. The St. Petersburg paradox clearly demon-
strates the confounding effects of uncertainty on decision making, and so we see
quite easily that the development of a theory of decision making will take some
thought. We’ll come back to this game later and provide a rigorous solution.

In Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, commonly referred to as Alice in
Wonderland, published in 1865, the mathematician Charles Lutwidge Dodg-
son presents the fundamental principles of modern, normative decision theory
in the absence of uncertainty. Alice, walking a path through the Wonderland
forest, comes to a fork. Not knowing which way to go, she stands pondering the
decision she must make when the Cheshire Cat appears in the tree above her.

At first, Alice asks the Cat to make the decision for her, “Tell me, please,
which way I ought to walk from here?” But the Cat declines, instead offering
the advice, “That depends a good deal on where you want to get to.” The
Cat recognizes that it cannot make the choice for Alice. That, indeed, only the
person actually taking the action resulting directly from the decision can make
the decision. The Cat could have said to go this way or that, but Alice would
still have the choice of which way to go. And so the issue of which way to go
would remain. So the Cat instead offers advice on making decisions in general,
and its statement forms the underlying tenet of all modern normative decision
theory. “That depends ... on...,” the choice taken by the decision maker should
be (this is a normative or prescriptive statement) based on; “where you want
to get to,” namely the decision maker’s (that is, Alice’s) preferences over the
outcomes of the decision. This is a very powerful and very clear statement.
The rational choice is that alternative whose outcome is most preferred by the
decision maker. This is an incredibly important concept, yet utterly simple.

In any decision, it is only the preference of the decision maker that matters.
The Cat did not say to Alice, “That depends on where your mother wants
you to go,” or “That depends on where your stakeholders want you to go,” or
“That depends on where your customers want you to go.” The Cat is precise
and clear, “That depends on where you [Alice, and nobody else,] want to get
to.” We conclude, from the Cat’s advice, that, in the analysis of any decision
situation, we should be concerned only with the preference of the decision maker,
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and no one else.
Second, the Cat makes it perfectly clear that preferences are on outcomes.

The Cat did not say to Alice, “That depends on which path you prefer.” The
Cat’s emphasis was on where Alice would “get to,” and her preferences over that
set of outcomes. Note that the Cat distinguishes clearly between the decision,
which path to take, and the outcome, where Alice would get to. And the Cat
makes clear that preferences are not on the choices.

Alice then expresses some frustration, “I don’t care much where ”. She
is suggesting that she doesn’t have preferences over the outcomes. So the Cat
then admonishes, “Then it doesn’t matter which way you walk.” In essence, the
Cat is saying, “So, why did you ask? If you don’t care where you get to, any
path is as good as any other.” The Cat thus reminds us that one choice is better
than another only because we have preferences on the outcomes. Alternatively,
the Cat is saying that if we are really indifferent among outcomes, we should
accept any alternative equally. Thus, we should accept a random choice.

But Alice retorts, “ so long as I get somewhere.” To which the cat
assures her that she cannot help but to get “somewhere”. Mathematically,
Alice is saying to the Cat, “ but suppose my decision has no outcome.”
And the Cat replies, “All decisions have outcomes. They cannot be avoided.”
This is an interesting exchange that neatly wraps up the mathematics. Dodgson
assures us with an existence condition that a choice always can be made based
on preferences on outcomes as outcomes always exist. Without this condition,
one could argue that the Cat’s initial advice cannot be applied in every decision
circumstance. But the Cat assures us that its first rule applies to every decision
in every circumstance.

Throughout this discussion, the Cat is very careful not to tell Alice what her
preference should be. Alice, and indeed any decision maker, has a right to her
preferences. She likes what she likes, dislikes what she dislikes, and need explain
nothing to anyone about it. Preferences are purely subjective and wholly in the
mind of the decision maker.

Finally, having given its advice, the Cat fades into oblivion, leaving behind
only its grin. In this way, Dodgson reinforces the notion that the Cat does not
make Alice’s decision, nor does the Cat have any power over Alice to cause her
to take one choice or another. The decision is up to Alice.

Alice’s encounter with the Cat makes clear that all decisions have three
elements: alternatives, outcomes (which may be probabilistic) and preferences.
Alternatives are the accessible courses of action from which the decision maker
can choose. Obviously, there must be at least two accessible alternatives in
order for there to be a decision. The outcomes are the future states at which the
decision maker will arrive at some time after the decision is made. Obviously
no prediction of future states is both precise and certain. Therefore all real
decisions are made under uncertainty and risk (we shall define these terms more
precisely shortly). And finally, preferences are the decision maker’s ordering of
outcomes in terms of their desirability to him or her. In this context, and in all
of normative decision theory, an underlying premise is that the decision maker
has complete control over the choice that is taken and complete knowledge of
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his or her preferences. That is to say, the choice obtained is always the choice
taken. There is no randomness associated with a choice (which is not to say
that there is no randomness associated with the outcome of a choice). Also,
preferences are in the head of the decision maker and therefore known with
certainty to him or her. Decision theory allows no uncertainty on preferences
(this is quite reasonable as we shall see).

Dodgson’s “axioms” given Alice by the Cat were extended to the real-world
case in the 1940s by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern [92]. Their
results are known as “utility theory.” Although utility theory has been studied
quite extensively over the past half century, there are no substantive changes
in the basic concepts of the theory. For the purposes of normative decision
theory (which is what we care about), we can consider the theory well developed
and well vetted. Our interest, as design and systems engineers, is strictly in a
prescriptive or normative theory that provides a framework for rational decision
making. We are not interested in how people actually do make decisions. You
can think of this much as you would of arithmetic. The theory of addition is a
normative theory. It tells us how we should add numbers to get correct results.
Of course, in practice, people may add numbers in different ways, and they may
make errors in the process. The theory of addition isn’t about mistakes, and
it isn’t about how people add. It is about how people should add in order to
get correct results. Normative decision theory isn’t about how people do make
decisions. It is all about how they should make decisions in order that their
decision be the very best possible.

Unlike arithmetic where, if you follow the rules precisely, you get precisely
the correct result; if you follow the rules of decision theory, you get only the best
decision and, because of uncertainty, not necessarily the best outcome. Let’s
illustrate this point with a simple game. Suppose you can pay $1 to play a
simple coin-flip game. You may bet Heads or Tails. If you bet Heads and the
coin lands Heads, you win $2 (a net $1 gain). If you bet Heads and the coin
lands Tails, you win $0 (a net $1 loss). On the other hand, if you bet Tails and
the coin lands Tails, you win $5 (a net $4 gain). And if the coin lands Heads,
you win $0 (a net $1 loss). Assuming a fair coin, it is quite obvious that Tails
is the better bet. But you could bet Tails and lose. So, although Tails is clearly
the better bet, it doesn’t guarantee you of the best outcome. Betting Heads for
those cases when the coin lands Heads would have been better. But we could
win every time only if we could predict with certainty the outcome of every flip.
This game is summarized in the table below.

Bet Outcome
Heads Tails

Heads +$1 −$1
Tails −$1 +$4

We will proceed from here to derive a theory of decision making with a rea-
sonable degree of rigor. It is important that we do this because we need to
see that there is not much room for creativity in such a theory. The math-
ematical framework within which we will work is demanding indeed, and it
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will largely dictate the form of our theory. To begin, we will look at the no-
tion of preferences—the idea that one thing (an outcome) may be preferred to
another—and what it takes mathematically in order to allow for the expression
of preferences. This will take us through an exploration of the origins of number
systems and fields, beginning with elementary set theory. We will then expand
the theory of preferences to include probability theory and finally utility the-
ory. At each step, we will see that the form of the theory obtains from a very
fundamental set of assumptions (axioms) that afford essentially no alternatives
to the theory. From there, we shall show how this theory applies to engineering
decision making across all engineering disciplines and in all engineering decision
making situations.

1.6 Definitions

We have gone to some length to define what we mean by decision. It will help to
define a few other terms as well. Our goal is clarity, and we use these words to
mean precisely what we define them to mean here throughout this entire book.

Problem: a problem is a question to be considered, solved or answered.
Students in particular are taught to think of a problem as one of those things
that appear at the end of each chapter in a textbook. Typically, in the problems
in an engineering text, one is given a state of nature at one point in time and
asked to determine the state of nature at another time—a ball is thrown into
the air with a given initial position and velocity, predict where it will hit the
ground—or certain elements of the state of nature are given and one is asked to
determine others—given the dimensions of and loads on a beam, determine the
stresses in the beam. The operative verb associated with problem is “solve.”
And when one solves a problem, one gets an answer. We judge answers to be
right or wrong. Answers are “right” if they are in agreement with the laws of
physics as we know them and consistent with rigorous mathematical principles
and the given boundary conditions or data. Otherwise, we say they are “wrong.”
Because answers are judged right or wrong based on accepted principles of
physics and mathematics and the given boundary conditions, there is generally
a good deal of consensus on whether a particular answer is right or wrong. Test
papers are graded based on these notions.

We would, at this point, like to take the time to point out some salient
differences between problems and decisions. Problems are solved, decisions are
made. The solution to a problem is an answer, the result of a decision is an
outcome. Answers are right or wrong. Decisions are good or bad. The cor-
rectness of an answer depends on its consistency with principles of physics and
mathematics and the boundary conditions. The goodness of a decision depends
on its consistency with the available choices, the decision maker’s beliefs on the
possible outcomes of those choices, and his or her preferences over these beliefs.
Problems are solved in the absence of preferences. One cannot make a decision
in the absence of preferences.

We think that engineers have been done a grave disservice by being told
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that they are problem solvers, and by practicing problem solving as defined
above. Often, engineering educators and texts refer to decision making as open-
ended problem-solving. We find that this causes considerable confusion, most
notably that preferences are neglected in the “solution” process. This distorts
the “solution” process and often provides invalid results. Thus, we will not use
the word problem in any context in which we mean decision.

Optimization: the procedure or procedures used to make a system or design
as functional or effective as possible. Simply put, optimization is doing the best
you can do. The focus of optimization is on making good decisions. Some people
think of optimization only as the procedure of search. We define it more broadly.
It is not only how one searches, it includes what one searches for. Specifically,
a decision maker is searching for the best choice in a specific decision situation.
“Best” is defined only in the eyes of the decision maker–the person doing the
searching. And one obtains best only when one searches for what is defined
as best by the decision maker. Thus, we take optimization to include both the
formulation of a valid objective and the search for best as measured against that
objective.

Some people think that optimization can occur only when the future is known
deterministically. In the real world, however, the future is never known with
certainty. Hence, these people deny that optimization is possible in any real
situation. We disagree. We define optimization as simply taking the best possi-
ble choice under the given circumstances. A lack of knowledge about the future
does not preclude optimization. It does, however, degrade the quality of the
choices made and, in general, the optimization could yield a better result in the
absence of uncertainty. As we shall see, the mathematics of decision making is
largely about optimization under uncertainty.

Decision theory : this is the name given to the branch of mathematics that
deals with decision making. However, it is important to keep in mind that a
decision is defined as something that is made only by an individual. It does not
apply to the actions of a group. The mathematics of decision theory helps one
to be as self-consistent as possible in making a decision. That is, it can help
prevent one from selecting an alternative that is contrary to what one knows or
believes and what one wants.

Alternative: a choice or course of action that may be taken by the decision
maker under his or her free will. To enable a decision, one must have two or
more alternatives. A single alternative cannot stand alone, as then the decision
maker would not be free to take it or not.

Choice: the alternative selected by a decision maker in a specific decision
situation.

Outcome: the final result of a decision that is of consequence to the decision
maker. For example, suppose the decision maker is placing a bet. The outcome
is the final win/lose result. In typical engineering decisions, which quite literally
are bets, the outcome could be the final profit or loss position, it could be the
successful completion or failure of a mission, it could be an improvement in the
environment, or it could be any similar measure.

Preference: the desire on the part of the decision maker to obtain one out-
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come over another. In the case of a decision, a preference is expressed as a rank
ordering of all conceivable outcomes of the decision. So, for example, if the
outcome of interest is the final profit or loss position, the preference would be a
rank ordering of all conceivable outcomes (minus infinity dollars to plus infinity
dollars). The preference might be stated as simply as more profit is better. In
this case, a profit of $1,001 would be preferred to a profit of $1,000, or a loss
of $999 would be preferred to a loss of $1,000. It is easy to see that such a
preference rank orders all conceivable profit or loss outcomes.

Game: the name given in mathematics to any interaction that involves two
or more individuals or “players.” A game is often thought of as a situation that
involves winners and losers. This is not necessary according to our definition.

A date, for example, would be considered a game as it typically involves
two people, even though there may be no desire to find a winner or a loser.
There are several categories of games among which are cooperative games and
non-cooperative games. Games differ from decisions because the outcome of a
game depends on the choices made by multiple players and the rules by which
the game is played. In a game, the decisions made by each player fall under
the mathematics of decision theory. But the game itself is a more complex
phenomena, and the mathematics of games can be quite a bit more complex
than the mathematics of decisions. We emphasize the difference between a
decision and a game as too often people try to use decision theory to analyze a
game, or game theory to analyze a decision. If only one person is involved, it is
a decision. If two or more people are involved, it is a game. Some people refer to
“games against nature.” These are not games. Nature is not an individual, and
nature does not have a preference. A typical cooperative game in engineering
is the case of two or more companies teaming to design and build a system,
such as an airplane. All the involved companies will benefit from a successfully
completed project, and all will share in the profits. However, at the same time,
each company may want a larger share of the profits and may want to assume less
of the overall risk of the project. A typical non-cooperative game in engineering
is the case in which a company purchases raw materials for a project. The more
the company pays for the materials, the less their final profit, but the more the
final profit of the supplier. We refer to a case such as this, where one player’s
gain is the other players’ loss, as a zero-sum game.

Game theory : the name given to the branch of mathematics that deals
with games. A typical question dealt with by game theory is, what is the best
strategy for a player to take in a particular game in a particular situation. A
good strategy is needed to get a good outcome, whether the game is cooperative
or non-cooperative.

Uncertainty : the condition of being uncertain, the inability to predict the
future with precision. For example, when one bets on a coin flip, he or she may
be uncertain about the conditions of the flip. Uncertainty impedes our ability
to predict the outcome of the flip. Will it be heads or tails?

Risk : the result of uncertainty on the outcome of a decision. For example,
in the case of a bet made on a coin flip, uncertainty means that the bettor does
not know whether the outcome will be a gain or a loss (win or lose). In decision
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theory, risk has both an up-side gain and a down-side loss. Risk is expressed as
the set of all possible outcomes of a decision paired with their probabilities of
occurrence.

Probability theory : the mathematics of uncertainty. Probability theory is a
framework for thinking about the future in a way that is self-consistent. Prob-
ability theory can be thought of as a subset of decision theory. We shall discuss
this subject in much greater depth shortly.

1.7 Summary

Engineers are decision makers, and decision making is what distinguishes en-
gineers from scientists. The decisions that engineers make are often of very
high consequence, to the engineer himself or herself, to the engineer’s employer,
and to society at large. The decisions that an engineer makes often affect his
or her job security, income and opportunity for advancement, they impact the
profitability or performance of the engineer’s employer, and they often impact
the environment and our safety. Thus it makes sense that engineers study the
mathematics of decision making in order to become better decision makers.

Engineers need to study the mathematics of decision making because good
decision making is seldom intuitive. Indeed, many seemingly straight forward
decision approaches lead to distinctly poor decisions and for reasons that are
rather subtle. Without studying the mathematics of decision making, we would
have no test to determine if a decision approach has merit or not. Many people
are drawn to approaches that are appealing in their nature and simple to employ.
But quite often, these are the very approaches that are not valid.

Decision theory is the mathematics of decision making. Decision theory
applies to the analysis of all decisions, but only to decisions. A decision is
defined as a choice taken by an individual. A decision is not a group action.
The mathematics of group action is game theory.

We observed that there is a clear need for strict mathematical rigor in all our
developments and applications. We will be particularly careful to observe rigor
throughout this book. Rigor does not come easily. One does not achieve rigor
by saying one is rigorous. Rigor is the result of careful mathematical analysis,
and nothing short of it. The consequence of loss of rigor is catastrophic. Loss
of rigor entails the loss of all meaning in all analyses that follow, and in any
conclusions that might be drawn from those analyses. It takes work to do a
valid analysis. But the work that goes into a valid analysis is worth much more
than any effort expended to do an analysis that is not valid.

We expect that, as you go through this book, you will be quite surprised
at how seemingly simple and straight forward decision approaches break down
altogether and give astoundingly poor results.


